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When indirect questions are disguised as relative clauses: the case of French ce que 
 
French exhibits a curious ambiguity that is often neglected in the literature and requires a 
syntactic explanation. A clause like (1), with a weak demonstrative ‘ce’ followed by ‘qui/que’, 
looks like a ‘light-headed relative clause’ (Citko, 2004), but can be interpreted in two ways, 
either as a relative clause (RC) like (2), as expected, or as an indirect question (IQ) like (3), 
somehow unexpectedly given its RC makeup. 

(1)  [DP ce [CP que  ton   frère     a     acheté]]                       [ambiguous structure] 
                this     that your brother has bought 
          ‘what your brother bought’ 

(2)  Je mangerai  [DP ce [CP que ton   frère     a     acheté]]         [relative clause] 
 I   eat-FUT-1SG this    that your brother has bought 

          ‘I will eat [DP what your brother bought]’ 
(3)  Je me demande [?? ce [CP que ton   frère     a     acheté]]     [indirect question] 

 I   me ask               this    that your brother has bought 
          ‘I wonder [CP what your brother bought]’ 
The same ambiguity also holds in English (see the translations), but is less surprising: ‘what’ is 
both a D element and a wh- element, and this double nature might explain why it can head a 
relative or an interrogative. ‘Ce’, on the other hand, is not a wh- element. Moreover, there is 
some evidence that ‘qui/que’ in ‘ce qui / ce que’ is the complementizer and not the wh- word. 
We know that the wh- ‘qui’ is [+human] and the wh- ‘que’ is [+inanimate], whereas the form 
‘qui’ of the complementizer is used in subject dependencies and ‘que’ is used in object ones 
(Kayne, 1976). As we can see in the examples (4)-(5), ‘qui/que’ in ‘ce qui / ce que’ behaves as 
the complementizer. 

(4)  Je me demande ce   qui  te    tracasse.                   [subject IQ] 
 I   me ask          this that you bother 
‘I wonder what bothers you.’ 

(5)  Je me demande ce   que tu    veux.                    [object IQ] 
 I   me ask          this that you want 
‘I wonder what you want.’ 

If neither ‘ce’ nor ‘qui/que’ are wh-, how to analyse these structures? A possibility is that ce 
que, which was initially a D+C sequence, has been reanalysed as a new wh- element səkə, as 
happened in other Romance varieties (Munaro, 2001). But ‘ce que’ cannot introduce a root 
question, as opposed to similar elements in other varieties (see (6) versus (7)). 

(6)  *Ce   que  tu    veux?   (7) Sen-che   t’   a-t          feit ?   [Valdotain,  
   This that you want                              That-that CL have-CL done    Italian dialect] 

           ‘What have you done?’ 
What is even more puzzling is that these structures behave as relative clauses and not as indirect 
questions – as far as extraction is concerned. We know indeed that an interrogative is a weak 
island and that a relative clause is a strong island. (8-9) show that indirect questions introduced 
by ‘ce que’ block extraction of all phrase types, and not only adjuncts.  

(8)  #[Comment]i tu   te    demandes ce   que la   machine pourrait réparer ei?       [adjunct] 
how          you you ask           this that the machine could     repair 

(9)  *[Quel   objet]i   tu    te   demandes ce   qui  pourrait réparer ei?                            [argument] 
which object you you ask           this that could     repair 

So we will argue that these structures, which should be indirect questions, are in fact disguised 
relative clauses. 
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